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AN APPROACH TO A 

STYLISTIC AN'ALYSIS OF fETROGLYPHS 

PART III 

Del Mordquist 

Ab~tract: It is not possible to deal with prehistoric art in terms of 
the artists who made them except through some form of in
terpretation and interpolation. It is necessary to make 
certain arbitraJ7 decisiozw for the sake of analysis and 
study. Using the simplest approach, i.e., abstract or 
geometric terms for a basic nomenclqture, these are applied 
to representational petroglyph~. categories of representa
tional petroglyphs are broken dovm into divisions for a 
systematie appraisal: Zoomorphic, anthropomorphic1 phylomor
phic, constructs, and natural phenomena. Ea.ch form in one of 
the above divisions necessitates a dissection into component 
parts so that they can be described in the syllabus outlined. 
in the first part of this paper. one e the breakdown has been 
done it is possible to introduce the system of abstract 
analysiS-1trhich can be statistically computed, analysed, and 
recorded as a local study of style and technique. The 
ramifications of this are obvious, being a basis of ethno
logical research into the imagery and meaning of ethnic 
locales, which, when thoroughly recorded and studied, lead 
to a more extensive and intensive knowledge of the distribu
tion and diffusion of art styles. 

VI OVAJ13 (Treat as circles l 
The problem of oval orientation is seen when it is not part of a recognizable 
form, since the long axis prevents a total identification nith the circle. 
Usually, if the fonn is zoomorphic, or anthropomorphic, ovals can be related 
to the whole, consistent uith the proportions of the figures made. Often, 
there are variations or deviations which make it necessary to indicate 
whether the oval is vertically or horizontally figured into the field. This 
is indicated in parenthesis. Pointed ovals may also require more than a 
casual statement of description and require orientation of the points in re
lati.on to the whole (See Plates for examples). 

The oval in fragmentary form, particularly the half-oval, must have an 
established uprightness. It will be assumed that if the f'lat side is down 
it is right, otherwise it will be indicated as inverted. Similarly, all 
forms converging or becoming smaller at the top w.ill be considered up-right, 
o:r inverted if turned over. In instances where the figure is on end, the 
concave or flat side will be considered as the 11facen and described as facing 

• 

• 

le;ft or right. Figures found and described as above are triangles, trapezoids, • 
crescents, arcs, hooks, etc. 
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REPRESENTATION.AL FOID.ffi 

Forms that have some definitely suggestive outline vdll be described as 
specifically as possible. If any doubt occurs, it i.1.i.11 be left general and 
catego;r,izeq without too much involvement or suegestion. If p. description is 
made it will be follov1ed by {?) to indicate that the designation is to be 
taken 'TI.th some doubt. For the most part symbolism or meaning is unneces
sary to this paper. The follmving outline is given as a structural basis 
for "anatomical" analysis so that the subsequent assignment of the descriptive, 
geometric terms can be applied. No attempt is made to be exhaustive. Often 
elaborations may follow established designations of orders or anatomical parts 
already in use in fields of research dealing vd th the science or art its elf. 
This is particularly valid in biological and in technological divisions. 

I. ZOOMORPHIC 

A. Bipeds, i.e., birds 
B. Qmdrupeds, all animals except reptiles 
c. Reptiles, including snakes,, turtles, etc. 
D. Fish, including sea mammals having standard characteristics 

of common fish forms 
E. Insects, including all forms i;rbich ·would necessitate a 

lengthy sub-classification 
F. Other farms not included, such as octopi, starfish,, eels 

in aquatic habitat; and mixed or aemi-mythological 
forms which manifest characteristics of more than 
one animal; semi-anthropomorphic forms vlill not be 
included here. 

G. Tracks or spoor of animals and birds 

II. PHYLLOMORPHIC (See botanical descriptions for elaboration) 

A. Flowers, may be subdivided into petals, sepals, pistils, 
stamens, etc. 

Be Stems, stalks, and branches 
c. Leaves, single or compound 
n. Tendrils or s~ cial physical characteristics of stems 
E. Roots, including corms, tubers, etc. 
F. Seeds and seed pods 

III. ANTHROPOMCRPHIC 

A. Men 
B. 1fomen 
c. Children 
D. 
E. 

- F • 
G. 
H. 

Undifferentiated human-like figures 
Human, with an~l characteristics 
Tracks or hand prints 
Fragments of anatomy 
Inanimate associations 
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IV• N1\TURAL PHENOMENA 

A. Astronomical or celestial 
B. Met.eorological 
c. Geological 
n. Geographic 

V. CC)NSTr..UCTIONS {Man made) 

AUGUST - OCTOBER, 1962 

No attempt 1vill be made to give a breakdown of categories 
since they are too many and complex. It is sufficient to 
let a locale indicate typical items and organize them into 
divisions based on incidence. 

Although it is conceded tha.t other categories may exist, it is sufficient to 
presume those given are adequate to include most petroglyphs. 

Before a consideration can be given to the sub~ta.nce of geometric analysis, 
each representational form must be broken down into component parts. This 
process of dissection continues until it can be described in terms outlined 
in the first section of this paper, i.e., heads as ovals, circles, etc.; 
bodies as filled rectangles, etc.; feet as spurs or dashes; etc. It would 
be logical to brealc down any· representative .petroglyph from left to right, 
or top to bottom, except when they are parts of a living object. In zoo
morphic and anthropomorphic forms it seems best to start at the head and work 
across the body to the tail and feet. For the sake of relationship clarity, 
all things pertaining to the head are described at that time, all things per
taining to the body subsequent to the designa. ti.on of the body, a.ni toes fol
lowing feet, etc. 

Animal forms create fewer problems of assoc:ia tion than human representations 
since they are usually in their natural state. Items of adornment, clothing, 
and implements held or placed in the proximity of an anthropomorphic figure 
can only be described in relation to that basic anatomical part 1ihich they seem 
to modify. When connected there is less difficulty in making the de~ision of 
extracorporeal connections. If no connections exist, it will be necessary to 
relate the .forms to the nearest amtomical part, or make some arbitrary decision 
which vrould take place only when forms are related so generally and little re
lationship involved except general proximity. 

A descriptive grammar becomes necessary to increase clarity. once an overall 
anatomical division is assumed, each part is described in terms of the 
abstractions used to compose it. Thus it seems best to describe such a 
context as in the foll01dng examples: 

HEAD: oval Q Q 
If the oval is unoriented it can be assumed to be in any position. Indices 
of direction can be symbolically marked as , but to the average 
reader such a technique and others of relationship which might be borrov1ed 
from mathematics become too complex a language, even esoteric. It is sug
gested, here, that a simpler, although more tedious, method be used: 
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DESCRIPTION ILLUSTRATION DESCRIPTION ILLUSTRATION 

Two Horns: arcs, faced in, 4 spurred, 
outward, etch. 

ZOOMORPHIC (BIPED) BIRDS. Read: circle, 
filled; B~ak: arc, faced down; Neck: 
arc, faced right; Body: oval, fille 
Tail: spur; Legs: lines; Feet: 
spurs, toward left. 

1-i~ead: h~~k, faced down; Neck: arc, 
faced left; Body: half-oval, 
inverted, filled; Legs: spurs. 

I 

Body: rectangle, filleda 

l Body: parallelogram. ~ 
I 
I 

f-
l 
I 

I 

QUADRUPED. Head: ovai, filled; Neck: 
dash; Body: rectangle, filled; 
Legs: s purs; Tail: spur. 

_J,- --- --
ij Ears: spurs; Body: open. ' ~ ~ 
I Two Horns: arcs-. -conce nt r i c, fac ed--T------------1 
i right; Two Ears: spurs, lower 

1 

~-

<---------..-· - - · - - - - - --- - -- - - - -
I right. 1 

1~-- --- -- ----- ---· -- ---------· ____ J ______ ~ 1 QUADRUPEDAL ELABORATIONS: 2 Horns : , 
arcs, concentric, faced right; 4 Leg~: 
spurs; Feet: dashes, toward left; 

1
_ Tail: spur. 

Head: oval, filled; 2 Horns: incurved; 
Legs: area , faced left; Feet: (Fore-. 
legs only): dashe~, faced left. 

; i One Foreleg: arc, faced right; One I 
i: Hindleg: arc, faced left. i 

_! ~- - ---------·-------- - - - -- - - ------~------'------1 
. I Horns: chevron, inverted. j 
I I I 

I 
- - - ---- -·-----------~ 

,---- - --- ·- - - - -- ---r--- -- -- ---i Head: arc, facing upper left. 
Head: oval, pointed toward left, filled; · ~ , I 

Two Forelegs: arcs, faced in; 1~-- _ ____ _ _ ___ ---i--
Two Hindlegs: arcs, faced in. 1 i Head: triangle, filled,, facing left; 

--- -- ----- -----·----------+ ----ii Four Legs: lines, paired, toward 

I ~ .. • _Jlll,FlSHl~. e!'_!.eft., ·------- - --------
Head: oval, pointed left, filled; Two 

Horns: dashes, two-forked (each); 
Eye: dot, inside open circle; 
Legs: chevrons, faced right. 

- ------·-----~ 

One Horn: arc, toward right; One Fore-
. "Leg: dash; One Hindleg: dash. 
~---- - ·-·------------ - ----
1 Two Horns : arcs, incurved; Body: oval, 
l humped back, filled; Forelegs: 

.ch.ev.r.on; .Hind l egs: chevron. 

-~ Basic shape, i.e., Body. 

~---· -------------·-- ---·-·---- - -- ________ ____..____ 

·--~I ELABORATIONS 

Ii Body: filled;. Dorsal Fin: five spurs; 
·ii Mouth: triangle, indented • 

-- -------~' 

Bead: oval, filled; Ears:· spurs. ~ w-~PTI~~. SERPENT: 

- ---------- _._____ - ----11 Head: dot; Body, wavy-line. 
Head: oval, pointed at both ends; ii LIZARD: - He~~: t~;angl:._f_i_l_l_e_d_,-f-ac_e_d_-+----)----~-1 

~ ·--Body: ~~~-oval, _ in~e~ted ~il~e.d~--~- ~ 
1 

!:i~~d • B~:!~s!!::; f .;::s.~e~~~rons • 4 y ). I 
; Body: cresent (horizontal), inverted, i ~ 

filled; Four Legs: arcs, paired, • ~ II Head: two circles, concentri.c; Eye:(?) ; j 
.__ __ f_a_c_ed_ !_~ght._ _ _ _______ _ --· ~ dot in circles; Feet: two spurs, I 
' Head (?): half-oval, filled; Body: . I forked, each foot. 

half-oval, inverted, filled; Tail: ey ,~- 1 I 

~-;ea:·~~.~::::: facing left, filled; · . -:;~ !rH-----d-·~ -d--i ______ d _ ____ f 111- d~---B·--d • - ------f--4- I 
1 h d ,../] ~ I' ea . amon , e , o y, arc, 1 

___ E_y_e: open cir:_:~-~~----------------- -~-------------i! facing upper right. i I 

Two Horns: lines, three chevrons, 
inverted, crossing each; Legs: 
lines; Forefeet: dashes, faced 
left. 

;------ - - -~--- -

Four Legs: dashes, paired; 
two forked. 

Feet: 

1 ~ 1 : • 11 i 
It-·------ -- ----- --------- ------r-·-----------+ 

i! ! 
I 

!I TURTLE (1): Body: two circles, 1 

I 
concentric, crossed through center i 

----·-- -- ; by two lines; Six Legs: (?) : 

~ I' spurs. 
~ i- - -------------------------- - - ---------~---------

;_______ - - - ---- ----- -- -:-----~--- ~- - --, INSE
1

cinTSe···, A: Head: circle, filled; Body: 1 

Forel egs: chevrons, paired, faced 8 Legs: chevrons, inverted; i 
right; Bindlegs: chevrons, paired \I 

f~ce_d_!eft._ --- - - --·-··-- --- ~ ------~-~ I -1' 11; :;~;:: :::r~dbic!:!~sbot:~.1; Legs: i 

Head: dot; Neck: line; Body: half- right side, 6 left side. l 
oval, inverted, filled; Tail: spur --+------
upright. Body: arc; Four Forelegs: 2 chevrons, 

_ _______ _ _ _ _!_ _________ ! across body; Six Hindlegs: chevrons, 

Body: half-oval, inverted. "'R ' inverted, across body. ___ __ ---+----------~ 

Snout: chevron; Body: cresent, faced 
up; Feet: dashes, faced right. ~ head): spurs; Tail: chevron. 

~~ Two Heads: circles; Snouts (one each 

--~-----------l-------

Head: circle; Neck: dash; Body: half- i 
oval; Four Legs: lines, paired. ! 

I °'frn : 
~ i 

Head: U-shaped arc, outwardly hooked, 
each end; Four Legs: arcs, across 
body, faced dovn, concentric to taill , 
Tail: arc, faced down. 

---- -

PLATE l BASIC FORMS OF MARKINGS OF PETROGLYPHS ZOOMORPHIC FORMS. 
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DESCRIPTIOB ILLUSTRATION DESCRIPTION ILWSTIATION 

INSECT ELABORATIORS. Body: oval (vert) 1 Body: oval (vert.) 1 pointed up & down; . ' 
filled; Four Legs: arcs. £acing r•" Appendage: apur, right center of 1 h 
down, opposing pairs. body. h 

Two Antennae: chevron, inverted. ~ Legs: chevrons, left side, concentric. 

I I J-
Two Antennae: area, opposite each other; I 

I 
Six Feet: area. three opposite, ~ 

I 
i facing down. Feet: l:Wies, facing outward. 

Body: oval (horizontal); TWo Antennae: ~ chevrons, inverted. 

~ . 
Body: oval (vertical), pointed down; 

Ten Peet: spurred dots, 5 opposite. 

Body: oval (horizontal); Nine Legs: 

~ spurs; Eye (?): dot, in body. 

Bead: chevron, inverted; 

~ · Neck: line. 

Bead: triangle, inverted. ~ 
Body: seven dots, filled, all spur ) connected. 

INSECT, FISH, or SEA MAkMAL. 

~ Body: oval (vertical), filled, 
pointed down; Four Legs: area, 
two opposite. 

Four Legs: spurs, one each, upper right, l upper left, lower right, lower left. 

Head ('l): dot, below, detached. f 
ANTHROMORPHIC FORMS 

Head: dot; Neck: spur; Body: line; t t Arms: lines, opposite, perpendicular 
to body; Legs: chevron. 

Arma: chevron, across body. 
- ------

Head: circle, filled. ' 

Legs: arcs, opposite, facing in. 

--

Arms: arcs, opposite, facing in, 
concentric to head. 

-

Hands (each): three fingers, forked; 
Body: line; Pelvis: dot , f i 11 ed; 
Feet: daJW'les, to right; Penis: 
spur. 

Head: 

--------1 
oval (horizontal); Body: ' 

chevron, facing left; Legs: I 
chevrons, opposite, facing in. ! 

I 

I ,----
I 

Eyes: dots; Mouth: dot. I 
I 
i 
i 

-- -------- ----·- - ------- --- ----! -

Head: circle, filled; Body: oval 
(vertical), filled, pointed up; 
Left Arm: arc, facing up; Right 
Arm: line; Legs: lines. 

i 
! 

---

:t 
x 
t 
~ 

~ 
9 

6 
~ --

I 

Body: oval (horizontal), pointed both I 
~ ends; Arma: lines, up from body. I 

I 

~ Legs: chevron. inverted; Hands: three 
fingers (each), forked. 

DETAIL VAR IATIONS 

Head: circle; Head-Dress: arc, face ~ down, 9 spurs up, over head. 

Eyes: dots, encircled. @0 
I 

Eyes: circles, encircled by ovals I 

~ (horizontal), pointed at both ends. ! 

i 
; 

Nostrils: two circles, tangent, I 00 
' Horizontal. 

Mouth: arc, facing down. ~ 

Mouth: oval (horizontal), pointed at 
both ends, hachured (vertical). <CilD> 

--- -

Neck: double spurs. 

I ---

Body: triangle. I ~ I 

I 
l 

Body: trapezoid, inverted, filled. ! 

" I 

; 
-

Body: line.; Pelvis: triangle, filled. ! 
Vulva: oval, vertical. w 
Arms: chevrons, opposite. 'I' I 

I 

Left Arm: chevron; Right Arm: I ~ chevron, inverted. I 
I 

Arms: chevrons, facing right, con- I (\1 centric, on left side of body. I 
i 
I 

~ Hand: circle, filled; Five Fingers: i 
spurs. . i 

I 
: 

Hand: triangle, filled, facing right; 
! ?)r -Four Fingers: spurs. ! 

! R Legs: arcs, opposite, facing out. 

~ Legs: concentric, facing right. arcs, 
i 

---------- - - - - -- - --- --------,-------r- --------
I Feet: ovals, pointed outwardly, filled; i ~~ 

Three Toes (each foot): spurs. i 

~I ---------------- ----- -- -----------
Feet: ovals (horizontal} filled, facing ; ~~ 

1 1 ef t ; Four Toes (each foot) : spurs . /'fr 1 
lf---- - -- -- ---------- --r--- ------1 

ELABORATIONS 1 ~I Tail (penis?): spur, pendent. I A A 
Hea:~ ~!::~e; Le!~~i=~~~· ;::~~ntric i---~ l~~is: spur, -r-igh~ -of ~ody. - --'-- \_ ___ _... 

d~shes, _ f~c-in:_ left. _L ~ ____ j _ _,__ ___ /l _____ ____, 
PLATE 2 BASIC FORMS OF MARKINGS OF PETROGLYPHS ZOOMORPHIC & ANTHROMORPHIC FORMS. 
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HEAD: oval (vertical) 0 
HEAD: oval (horizontal) Q 

If a finer designation is needed, it can be described as in the previous 
installment of this paper1 related to the compass rose. 

Pointed ovals are found, involving· a minor difficulty of relational designa
tion. Here, as pt"eviously suggested, all particulars can be related to the 
viewerts right and left, and up and doirn to the view·er•s erect posture. It 
must be emphasized that any attempt to speak of the animalts or mants right 
or left leads to considerable confusion and becomes an unnecessary reading 
into the picture that serves no analytical purpose. A right arm is in 
reality the figure•s left; similarly, a left foot is the figure•s right. 
Front and back feet of quadrupedal an:i.mals can be assumed if there is no 
doubt as to ·where the t.ead is attached. 

In complex designations an internaJ. order of relationship can be set up 
progressing from general to the specific, or important to tre least impor
tant. Modifying descriptions should follow the basic description: 

HEAD: half-circle, inverted, hachured 

Descriptions involving an enumeration of the basic f .orms, or portions of it, 
precede or are hyphenated to the basic description as- half-~ircle, or 

4 mas: lines n-rr 
HEAD: 8 spurs -Q-
2 FEET: ovals, facing left 

3 TOES (each) spurred 

Already discussed, the need for designation of the direction of a part may 
be met by descriptive designations of up-down, right-left, upper-right, 
upper-left, lower-right, and lower-left. 

TAIL: line, upper-right a 
Some confusion of designation comes in special petroglyphs where l::Pth arms 
or legs are found on one side. It seems, as in all unique instances, that 
a special description is necessary: 

2 ARMS: 

2 HOE.NS: 

2 HORNS: 

chevrons, inverted, attached to right of body 

lines, crossed by 2 chevrons·, inverted (each) 

a.J1cs, concentric, facing right d 
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The plates accompanying this paper will give more examples of descriptions and 
techniques used in applying the 112thod of descriptive reduction. Summarizing, 
the notation followed will be from general to specific with types and sub-types 
separated into blocks of catalogued groupings~ 

2 

ZOOHORPHIC 

QUADRUPED 

Harned 

Head: 

oval, 

filled; 

horns, 

arcs, 

cone entric, 

facing left 

(type, used as a heading) 

(sub-type, used as a division heading) 

(sub-type division, used as descriptive paraGraph heading) 

(anatomical d;i.vision, first in order of description) 

(general description) 

(modification oi' general description) 

(secondary attribute of head, prefixed vr! th enumeration 
of members ' described) 

(general description of part) 

(secondary characteristic of part) 

( orientation) 

~· Head: oval, filled; 2 horns, arcs,, concentric, facing left. 

The illustrations are abbreviated for the sake of economy and brevity. It 
will be understood that each petroglyph has a complete description even though 
many are simply elaborations and variations of forms known. It is unneces
sary to repeat everything in the illustration, but in an index of glyphs this 
luxury should not be indulged. 

It is suggested that every glyph be given a single catalogued index, similar 
to artifact filing for ti.vo purposes, 1. as an individual description ac
companying a careful draTdng or a photograph of the original, and 2. so that 
all can be handled as artifacts in typological divisions. It is simpler to 
rearrange the illustrations in orders than to read the description. Descrip
tions become a means to documentation and for statistical analysis. The whole 
petroglyph should always be considered in determining types. Anatomical 
i~cidence and frequency can be determined from the descriptions. If punched 
cards cannot be used-, a modification can be made by anyone through the example 
shovJtl usin~ marginal designations. 

• 

• 

• 
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ANTHROPOMORPHlC I 

OJ 

~ 
I o,.4 
I r-t 

t .. 
I :o 
• CD 
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GENERAL 

·Head : e ire le 
2 Eyes: e ire lea 

Mouth: arc, facing up 
Neck: dash 
Body: oval (vertical) 
Arms: chevrons, opposite, 

turned inward 45~ 
Legs: lines 
Feet: dashes, facing left 

,, 
ff 
< • • I~ 

i --
'QSep: ~:>aN 

---- . - ·--· ---- -· ·---- -- - - . -·-·· - .g 
=dn':>~e ·~inom ~set:>~J:> :saAa t =at:>~J:> :peaHI• . 

Pulling cards in a file,, turning them on either end, or upside down can give 
a means of determining the particulars of a specific part. Naturally, it 
would be necessary to follow an established pattern such as upper body parts 
on the right, the head .and associated features on the bottom, and lower body 
parts on the left. If figures are complicated, the size of the card would 
have to be enlarged to accommodate an enlarged classifica ti. on. 

once a system is devised that can give a means of determining types, sub-types, 
characteristic parts, and the frequency in which they occur, most of the work 
of analysis is done. It is then a simple problem of counting and plotting the 
whole and their parts in chart form. Separate charts would be made for each 
division or characteristic, to be transferred to a summationa.1 chart or tally. 

Basic geometric forms are carried down the left side of the tally sheet • 
.Anatomical parts, vd.th likely secondary ch3.racteristics are carried across 
the sheet at the top. A simple taJ.ly is then entered into the box correspond
ing to the correct components. Tota.is are carried to the left and to the 
bottom. 

The tally on each feature can be totaled in the right margin of the cha.rt 
as suggested; a parts tally can be made at the very bottom • 
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ANTHROPOMORPHIC, Genera 1 

-

Head Hair Eyes Nose Nost- Mouth Teeth Ears Neck Totalt 
rils 

. I : CD I I 
I I 

J~ 
I: 

I Q) I ! a>I Q)I 

I 
,re ~1 

I 
-g a1 rel a' re H 

(J)t I Q) .E tiil~ .-a m ~ -a1 ~ ~ · ,.dis::: ~1.c= s:::!~ '°I°' r-t C,) C,) 

I 
:8 ,&j 

t 
g. •r-f ~ 8 ~~18 ~ ~- - t Q) ~ ~ rx. g i 

~ircle ~ (. i l ~ I 12 
' I 1 w I 

!Half-circle I 
Half-circle inv. ! I j I l I 

Oval, vertical I I ! j I I I 

oval, horizontal 2 I l ! I ' 2 I I 
I 

I 

Half-oval I I I 
i 

Half-oval, inv. ! I 

I 

!Dot I z 2 ! 4 I I 

bash i 
I i I I 1/0 10 I 
I I i 

1 ! I I I 4 I 4- I iiine I I I 
I 

I I I I l I 

jArc I 
I I I 

I i ! 
1 I I 
I Em. I 

j I 

i I I 

! I I 
l i i 

rtOTA18 6 6 r. 2 !2. ' A- I 10 33 t. 
! 

i I 

: 
i I I I I I 

If our count was a total of 12 examples (as shown), it is apparent that most 
heads are filled circles, but open ovals and circles . are as frequent. It is 
quite possible that the ovals may have been circles, in which the artist was 
a bit careless and lengthened it, or the material may have fallen away under 
work. In either case, it is evident that the circle for the head, completely 
worked, is the preferred characteristic of the petroglyphs examined. 

Our sample shows no incidence of hair, nose 1 or ears. We must assume that 
this constitutes a representational omission.. These features were either 
assumed or unnecessary to the image conjured by the glyphs. 

• 
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~es have a total inctdence of 4 occurrences, half of which are circles, half 
dots or filled circles. It may be that the dots are not a departure from the 
circles, if upon reexamination the circles are found only in larger forms, 
too dots in smaller, dots would be a natural reduction in pecked glyphs and 
can be assumed a technical expediency. In the reexamination it was noted 
that eyes occurred only in open, or 'Unfilled petroglyph.a, which is again a 
possible technical idiosyncrasy. Nevertheless, if eyes are important, they 
would have occurred. Our sampling was too small to give a conclusion. 
Further research is necessary. 

Mouths occur 5 times, once as a circle, four times as lines. 

Nostrils occur twiee as close dots. 

In the imagery of the above sampling, heads are important, secondary features 
moderately so, eyef? taking precedence over all other parts. Seemingly mouths 
may come in for more consideration if tl'E sampling can be enlarged. 

The circle is the important device, receiving a fundamental use in the st~e 
of tre area. Its occurrence was 6 times for heads, tvrice in pairs for eyes 
( 4), twic'e in pairs for nostrils ( 4), and once as the mouth. The to~al usage 
for the petroglyph examples was 15, exceeding the total of tlE whole exampl~s • 
There is no doubt about the pop\U.arity of the device in constructing a farm. 

The short commentary on the use and meaning of data gathe.red by the system 
outlined in this paper barely opens the potential of its extension and pos
sibilities. once a comprehensive study has been made, a series of locales 
may be found giving preferences to certain forms and certain styles. It 
would be quite apparetit if certain devices were occasionally found in one, 
and dominant in a neighboring one, giving evidence to speculations as to the 
possi.ble inter-crossing of territories, or the joint occupancy, of two groups. 
It might represent an olqer and a newer occupancy,, it may also give rise to 
concepts of social relationships of individuals in both groups, the likelihood 
of intermarriage customs, or social intercourse and a multitude of other 
speculative conclusions. 

Should a given style follow a river, trail, or other lineal extension, rather 
than a center of concentration with peripheral diffusion, it may be assumed 
that trade, exploration, migration, or all can· be assumed. Accompanied with 
documents of ethno-history, or ethno-geography, style types may contribute to 
the general knowledge of the prehistoric occupancy of a region. The dominance 
of a given image or· device may give rise to speculations of more nuthologica1 
or religious nature, particularly if the :iJDa.ge renams the same with loca1 
stylistic changes. These few suggestions, lilce the paper as a Yihole, barely 
suggest the too tJ.i.od.s anrl uses o:f a systematic study of pe'troglyphs in any 
region • 
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AN' OCCunRENCE OF OBSIDIAN 

IN 

\ f.ASHillGTON 

Artifacts of black obsidian are fairly common in the state of TJashington. 
They are frequently found along the Columbia River, including that portion 
of the river in Central nashington that is many miles from the Qregon border,, 
and they have been found on the Snohomish River near Duvall, and at the 
Olcott site, also in Snohomish County. This has led to discussion as to 
whether or not obsidian occurs naturally in this state. It is common 
know'ledge that it does occur in quantity in central Oregon, but the writer 
was unaware of any definite report of its occurrence in Washington until 
recently. 

While visiting the home of a rock hound named Jacobson, vrho lives near Harrah, 
I was shown a 2-inch polished cube of glassy black obsidian. Ur. Jacobson 
said that it crone from a deposit near Brooks Memorial State Park., between 
Satus Pass (through the Horseheaven Hills) and Goldendal:e. He reported that 
it was a small deposit and has since been entirely removed by collectors. 

Mr. Jacobson also has quite a large number of small nodules of glassy black 
obsidian, none of which were larger than a filbert nut. These he has picked 
up on Toppenish Ridge, south of 1Jhite swan and Harrah. The examples that he 
shovved me were too small and irregular in shape to make satisfactory material 
for artifacts. 

Ted Weld. 
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